An instructor with USC for over 20 years, Tony Gasbarro, a graduate of Algonquin College in Ottawa, Canada in the Science Technician (Photographic) Program specializes in all branches of imaging.

Mr. Gasbarro’s interests in aviation and photography began with the Royal Canadian Air Cadets where he took flight training and his first photography courses.

Mr. Gasbarro has traveled around the world as a freelance aviation photographer and filmmaker flying with Canada’s RCAF, the United States’ Customs Service, USN and USAF, Australia’s RAAF, Germany’s Luftwaffe and Sweden’s Flygvapnet to name a few.

For the past 25 years, Mr. Gasbarro has been the Senior Multi-Media Investigations Specialist with the Transportation Safety Board of Canada. Tony is responsible for the image documentation of major aircraft, rail, marine and pipeline accidents that occur across Canada.